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Article abstract
Conceptions and Practices about Contagion in the Alladian Society (Ivory Coast)
A careful description of the Alladian perceptions of disease transmission
through speech and eye contact, of contagion through body liquids, of the
knowledge gained through empirical expériences, and of the relations between
contamination and breaching of social raies helps in defming the theoretical
model of contagion hold by the Alladian people of Ivory Coast. The meaning
behind disease transmission is understood within a référence model that
considers interpersonal relationships with particular attention to eye contact,
speech, and supernatural powers : the relationship between analogie thinking
and empirical expérience, between symbolic classifications and social
organization and between persons and body conceptions. Finally the
incohérences, contradictions and conceptual similarities due to the diffusion of
the western paradigm in the traditional contexts. shall be considered. Thèse
results corne from an ongoing ethnographie research among the Alladian.
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